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The Challenge of Blind & Visually Impaired people

- **What** services/points of interest are in their immediate vicinity
- **Where** the services/points of interest are situated
- **How** to reach the location independently
Enabling an Accessible Environment
Our three main principles

- Community
- Simplicity
- Experience
With a universal all-in-one system (IOT - Internet of Things) we enable you to remove a variety of barriers -

- **Step-Hear** - Indoor & Outdoor navigation and orientation; Real time public transportation communication with the driver, audio information and speed dial for help

- **Call-Hear** - Call for assistance, gates/doors opener, traffic light audio systems

using: Smartphone Bluetooth communication through **one** App

Or

An activator (RF)
Step-Hear - How does it work?

- Voice message from Base unit
- Voice message from Smartphone
- Compass for orientation
- Speed dial for assistance
- A link to accessible Web Page
Public Transportation solution (cont.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPPSTxFs_ZM
The features -

• Calling for assistance

• Opening, with or without a pin code - Barrier gates, locked doors, Garage

• Operating wheelchair lift
Thank you for listening
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